Can Chiari malformation negatively affect higher mental functioning in developmental age?
Numerous studies on adults have confirmed that the cerebellum has a role in processing higher brain functions, and evidence of this role has emerged more recently in developmental age as well. Various types of congenital lesion are associated with neuropsychological impairments and behavioral changes that can sometimes even give rise to a picture of autism. Acquired cerebellar lesions (especially tumors and stroke) in children of normal intelligence have enabled different neuropsychological profiles to be identified, depending on the cerebellar site involved. In Chiari malformation, the cerebellar structures are squeezed and crowded inside the posterior fossa and along the time this could generate various kinds of cognitive and behavioral disorders. Currently available data remain inconclusive, however, and prospective longitudinal studies on sizable series will be needed to ascertain whether and to what degree Chiari malformations may negatively affect mental functioning in developmental age.